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New Features 
 New Feature Description 

Rule Designer 
Quick access Toolbar: A new toolbar containing the Move Action Up/Down buttons, enable and remove buttons 
has been added to the Rule Definition screen making it easier and quicker to configure rules.  Multiple Actions can 
now be moved up and down simultaneously by selecting the group of actions and using the up or down button. 
  
Execution types:  The existing execution type concurrently’s functionality remains the same but the name has 
changed to “Asynchronously”. This allowed for a new execution type to be created with the name “concurrently” 
which is parallel asynchronous execution and has a built in delay. On upgrading to K2 smartforms 1.0.5 all existing 
rules containing the execution type “concurrently” will be updated to reflect the new name Asynchronously.  For 
more information see: 

- K2 smartforms > K2 Designer > Understanding Rules 
- KB001432 – How to change when Actions execute in the Rule Designer 

 
Expandable nodes: Rule sets can now be expanded or collapsed making it easier to view the rules in the Rule 
Designer. 
 
Focus Rule Action Method: The rule action Focus gives the Form designer the ability to specify which control or 
View should have focus on the initial loading of the Form. 
For more information see: 

- K2 smartforms > K2 Designer > Understanding Rules > SmartForms- Rule Designer - Actions 
 

 

http://help.k2.com/en/kb001432.aspx
file:///C:/Magda%20-%20TFS/New%20Branch/smartforms%20103/%7b1B0D756A-635C-43D6-B6CB-CC4840DDDE45%7d
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Enhancements 

Feature Description 

Enhanced Controls 
Picker Control and List Controls – The Picker control has been enhanced to improve the results returned at runtime 
by allowing you to configure Filters (=, contains), input properties/parameters and sorting.  These settings can be 
configured through the data source property of the control or through new rules that have been added namely, 
When picker is resolving and Asynchronously populate picker list control with data. 

- K2 smartforms > K2 Designer > Views > Creating Views > Layout > Toolbox > Controls > Picker Control 
- KB001441 – Changes made to the Picker Control in K2 smartforms 1.0.5 

 
Keyboard Accessibility functionality has been added to Forms and Views at runtime and includes the ability to 
specify the sequence for tabbing to different controls on a Form or View. Keyboard accessibility has been added, 
such as using the arrow keys to navigate up or down in a control such as the Calendar control; or use the spacebar 
or Enter key to make a selection. For more information see: 

- K2 smartforms > K2 Designer > Views > Creating Views > Layout > Toolbox > Controls > Tab Indexing 
- K2 smartforms > K2 Designer > Views > Creating Views > Layout > Toolbox > SmartForms- ViewDesigner 

Layout – Controls 
- K2 smartforms > K2 Designer > Understanding Rules > SmartForms- Rule Designer – Actions 

 
Calendar Control: The 24 hour clock display has been added to this control giving you the option to select between 
displaying the time as a 12 hour clock with AM and PM or as a 24 hour clock for example 23:45. The new options are 
found under the Format Time option of the Picker Type property. Certain of the options will take the browser 
culture into account and will display the time accordingly at runtime. For more information see: 

- K2 smartforms > K2 Designer > Views > Creating Views > Layout > Toolbox > Controls > Calendar 

%7bB1638054-2B02-44D0-A1DB-8DFC67CCE37C%7d
%7b8BCB06AC-142D-4C77-A6CE-2CD62247704A%7d
%7b617620F2-8C86-44F6-AF55-CB0727D1E7AD%7d
http://help.k2.com/en/kb001441.aspx
file:///C:/Magda%20-%20TFS/New%20Branch/smartforms%20103/%7bB1638054-2B02-44D0-A1DB-8DFC67CCE37C%7d
file:///C:/Magda%20-%20TFS/New%20Branch/smartforms%20103/%7b8BCB06AC-142D-4C77-A6CE-2CD62247704A%7d
file:///C:/Magda%20-%20TFS/New%20Branch/smartforms%20103/%7b617620F2-8C86-44F6-AF55-CB0727D1E7AD%7d
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Enhancements 

Feature Description 

Simplified wizards  
Start Process Wizard: If a workflow is started from a Form K2 is able to automatically pre-determine the information 
required in the start wizard (Workflow Settings). As K2 has context to the Form and SmartObject the workflow is 
using, certain wizard screens can automatically be configured and do not require you to complete the fields. This 
means that you will only be presented with the wizard screens that require input on the first run of the wizard, 
simplifying the wizard. On editing the wizard all the wizard screens will be presented. The Start wizard can be edited 
at any time simply be double clicking the start icon on the design canvas. For more information see: 

-  K2 smartforms > K2 Designer > K2 Workflow Designer > Navigation > Design Workflow > Simplifying the 
Workflow Design 

User Task – In K2 Designer the User Task has been simplified making it easier and quicker to create a workflow. As 
K2 has context to the Form the workflow is using, certain wizard screens can automatically be configured and do not 
require you to complete the fields. This means that you will only be presented with the wizard screens that require 
input on the first run of the wizard, simplifying the wizard. On editing the wizard all the wizard screens will be 
presented. For more information see: 

- K2 smartforms > K2 Designer > K2 Workflow Designer > Workflows > Wizards > General > Simplifying the 
User Task 

Deployment Wizard - The Deployment wizard has been simplified which speeds up the workflow deployment. The 
wizard automatically builds and deploys the workflow displaying a message on successful deployment. If there are 
errors these will be displayed so that you can fix the workflow and redeploy.  For more information see: 

- K2 smartforms > K2 Designer > K2 Workflow Designer > Navigation > The Navigation Bar > File > Deploy 
SmartForms Task - This wizard has been simplified to ensure a quick and easy event creation. The wizard is 
automatically populated with the information that is known such as which Form and SmartObject is used; thereby 
reducing the initial information required to create the event. For  more information see: 

- K2 smartforms > K2 Designer > SmartForms in SharePoint > Simplifying the SmartForms Task 

Object Browser 
Process Instance properties. Workflow properties such as the Process Instance ID property are now exposed for use 

in Workflow related rule actions, for example Output Mappings has been added to the "Start a Workflow" 
action and “Open a Worklist Item”. This allows workflow specific properties to be configured to display in 
Views and Forms. For more information see: 

- KB001442 – How to use workflow properties as output mappings 

 

file:///C:/Magda%20-%20TFS/New%20Branch/smartforms%20103/%7b73724E8A-0AE7-4E40-BDC4-6F2AAC3F36A1%7d
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file:///C:/Magda%20-%20TFS/New%20Branch/smartforms%20103/%7bEDEFB64D-A96D-4CDA-BD74-0BCCDC21A866%7d
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Enhancements 

Feature Description 

Formatting 
Special Formatting has been added to controls making it easier for users by formatting the user’s input in the correct 

way at runtime.  You are able to set the special formatting in the special menu option in the Format tab of the Styles 
properties. The feature comes with a default set of special patterns, for example : 
Phone Number 
Text Entered: 1234567890 
Pattern: (###) ###-#### 
Result: (123) 456-7890 

For more information see: 
- K2 smartforms > K2 Designer > Views > Creating Views > Layout > SmartForms- ViewDesigner Layout - Style 

Builder 
- K2 smartforms Developer reference> K2 smartforms web.config Configuration>Security 

 

System Names 
Hide System Names: SmartObjects, Views and Forms that are marked as system objects have been hidden and will 
no longer appear in the category tree. 
 

 

Software Support 

Feature Description Prerequisite 

Browser version support 
The following browser versions are supported in K2 smartforms 1.0.5: 

- Internet Explorer 8 (Runtime Only) 
- Internet Explorer 9 
- Internet Explorer 10 
- Chrome 31.0.1650.57 m 
- Firefox 25.0.1 
- Safari 5.1.7 

Any one of the following: 
Internet Explorer 8 
Internet Explorer 9 
Internet Explorer 10 
Chrome 31.0.1650.57 m 
Firefox 25.0.1 
Safari 5.1.7 
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